### THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

#### A GENERAL WORKS
- AE Encyclopedias (General)
- AY Yearbooks, Almanacs

#### B PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION
- B Philosophy (General)
- BF Psychology
- BJ Ethics
- BL Religion, Mythology, Rationalism
- BM Judaism
- BP Islam
- BQ Buddhism
- BR-BX Christianity

#### C HISTORY: AUXILIARY SCIENCES
- CB History of Civilization
- CC Archaeology (general)
- CT Biography

#### D HISTORY: GENERAL & HISTORY OF EUROPE
- DA Great Britain
- DC France
- DD Germany
- DE Greco-Roman World
- DF Greece
- DG Italy
- DK Russia
- DP Spain – Portugal
- DR Balkan Peninsula
- DS Asia
- DT Africa
- DU Oceania (South Seas)

#### E HISTORY: AMERICA & U.S. BY PERIOD
- E51-99 Indians of North America
- E186-199 Colonial History
- E201-453 Revolution to Civil War
- E456-655 Civil War
- E740-889 Twentieth Century

#### F HISTORY: AMERICA & U.S. BY AREA
- F1-975 United States Local History
- F1001-1145.2 British America (Canada)
- F1201-1392 Mexico
- F1421-1440 Central America
- F2201-3799 South America

#### G GEOGRAPHY, ANTHROPOLOGY, SPORTS
- GA Atlass
- GB Physical Geography
- GC Oceanography
- GE Environmental Sciences
- GF Human Ecology, Anthropogeography
- GN Anthropology
- GR-GT Folklore, Customs, Costumes
- GV Dance, Recreation, Leisure (Sports)

#### H SOCIAL SCIENCES
- HA Statistics
- HB-HF Economics, Business
- HG Finance
- HM Sociology
- HN Social History, Problems & Reform
- HQ The Family, Marriage & Women
- HT Communities, Classes & Races
- HV Social Pathology & Public Welfare, Criminology
- HX Socialism, Communism & Anarchism

#### J POLITICAL SCIENCE
- JA Political Science (General)
- JC Political Theory
- JF-JQ Political Institutions & Public Administration
- JV Colonies & Colonization, Emigration & Immigration,
  International Migration
- JZ International Relations

#### K LAW
- KF Federal Law
- KFC California Law

#### L EDUCATION
- LA History of Education
- LB Theory & Practice of Education
- LC Special Aspects of Education
- LD Individual Institutions – United States

#### M MUSIC
- ML Literature on Music
- MT Musical Instruction & Study

#### N FINE ARTS
- N Visual Arts
- NA Architecture
- NB Sculpture
- NC Drawing, Design & Illustration
- ND Painting
- NE Print Media
- NK Decorative Arts

#### P LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
- P Philology, Linguistics
- PA Greek Language & Literature
- PC Romanic Languages
- PE English Language
- PG Slavic Languages & Literatures
- PJ Oriental Languages & Literatures
- PL Languages & Literatures of Eastern Asia, Africa, & Oceania
- PN Literature History & Criticism
- PQ Romance Literature
- PR English Literature
- PS American Literature
- PT Germanic Literature
- PZ Juvenile Literature

#### Q SCIENCE
- QA Mathematics
- QB Astronomy
- QC Physics
- QD Chemistry
- QE Geology, Paleontology
- QH Natural History - Biology
- QK Botany
- QL Zoology
- QM Human Anatomy
- QP Physiology
- QR Microbiology

#### R MEDICINE
- RA Public Aspects of Medicine
- RB Pathology (Diseases)
- RC Internal Medicine
- RF Otorhinolaryngology (Ear, Nose & Throat)
- RG Gynecology & Obstetrics
- RJ Pediatrics
- RM Therapeutics & Pharmacology
- RS Pharmacy & Materia Medica (Drugs)
- RT Nursing

#### S AGRICULTURE
- SB Plant Culture
- SD Forestry
- SF Animal Culture

#### T TECHNOLOGY
- TD Environmental Technology
- TK Electrical Engineering & Electronics
- TL Motor Vehicles, Aeronautics & Astronautics
- TP Chemical Technology
- TR Photography
- TT Handicrafts, Arts & Crafts
- TX Home Economics

#### U MILITARY SCIENCE
- U Military Science (General)
- UA Armies
- UB Military Administration
- UG Military Engineering & Air Forces

#### V NAVAL SCIENCE

#### Z BIBLIOGRAPHY & LIBRARY SCIENCE